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Abstract 

The feasibilty to differentiate cancer tissue from healthy tissue is important for the 
diagnosis and treatment of cancer. One of the diagnostic methods is based on differences 
in fluorescence intensity induced by differences in metabolism of Ö-arninolevulinic acid 
(ALA) in the cells, leading to the production of different levels of the photosensitizer 
protoporphyrin IX (PpiX). 

In this study the feasibilty to differentiate three prostatic cancer celllines has been 
investigated, based on this method. A dynarnic model for the metabolism of ALA and 
PpiX has been developed. This enables fast fitting of the experimental data to the model, 
resulting in calculations ofthe fitting parameters, Rmax[~g·ml- 1 ·h- 1 ] and 'tph [h]. These 
parameters are characteristic values for this metabolism in each cellline. 
Calculated parameters of the metabolism for each cellline were, 

LNCAP, 
15-PC-3, 
DU-145, 

Rmax = 0.72 ± 0.04 [~g·ml· 1 ·h- 1 ], and 
Rmax = 0.69 ± 0.05 [~g·ml· 1 ·h- 1 ], and 
Rmax = 0.68 ± 0.09 [~g-mr 1 -h" 1 ], and 

'tph = 11 ± 2 [h] 
'tph = 16 ± 3 [h] 
'tph = 13 ± 4 [h] 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The last few decades extensive research has been performed to improve the 
methods for diagnosis and treatment of cancer. A specific field of research 
concerns prostate cancer, the second leading cause of death from cancer for 
rnales in the United Statesr11 • 

The establishment of human prostatic epithelial cells in culture was an 
essential research tooi for understanding the nature of this disease and for 
developing effective diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. After many years 
of research, the contributions of numerous investigators have led to the 
availability of several prostatic cancer celllines[2

•
3

.4l in vitro. 
In this study the feasibility to differentiate three prostatic cancer cel1 

lines has been investigated by measurements of the fluorescence intensity. 
Differences in fluorescence intensity were induced by differences in the 
metabolism of ö-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) in the cells leading to the 
production of different levels of the photosensitizer protoporphyrin IX 
(PpiX) in the three cell lines under investigation. The results of these 
measurements of fluorescence intensity were compared with a dynamic 
model of this metabolism, that has been developed. By fitting of experimental 
data to the model, characteristic fit parameters for each cell line were 
calculated. Differentiation of the celllines was based u pon the different 
calculated values of these characteristic fit parameters. 

In this chapter a brief review of prostate cancer and the therapies used 
at present are given in section 1. Section 2 discusses photodynamic 
techniques concerning diagnosis and therapy of cancer. These techniques are 
based on the difference in concentration of an administered photosensitizer 
between malignant and healthy tissue. There are several photosensitizers 
available and the properties of two of them, haematoporphyrin (HpD) and 
protoporphyrin IX (PpiX), are discussed. Section 3 concludes this 
introduetion with the goal of this project. 

1 Prostate caoeer 
The prostate is a gland of men, that encloses the upper part of the urethra (urine 
channel). 1t is situated near the exit of the bladder, and borders upon the rectum (figure 
1 ). The prostate secretes a fluid, that is mingled with the semen during an ejaculation. 

1 

Prostate cancer is one of the most occurring diseases in the world. In recent years 
the disease has struck millions of men. The diagnosis of this malignancy does not have to 
be a death sentence, but it often is, because of the metastasis of the cancer to other parts 
of the body (lung, blood, lymphen, etc.). 
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Figure 1 Anatomical position of the prostate. 

Genetics play a major role in determinirig whether or not a man will develop this disease, 
but also environment is obviously involved. Also high-fat diets are suspected culprits. In 
countries like China and Japan, where low-fat diets as vegetables and fishare the norm, 
the incidence of prostate caoeer has historically been extremely low. The malignancy is 
far more prevalent in Europe and North America than in Asia (figure 2), but its incidence 

is rising almost everywherel51
. 

Figure 2 
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men[5}. 
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Testing the theory that Western life-style (high-fat diets) is a major factor, researchers at 
New York's Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center discovered that tumors grew 
more rapidly in mice fed a high-fat diet than in those on a low-fat diet. And when the 
animals on high-fat diets where switched to low-fat meals, the growth of their tumor 
slowed downl51 . 

To detect the discase early in its course the centroversial PSA test (prostate
specific antigen) is used increasingly. The PSA testl51 , available since the 1980's and now 
administered to hundreds of thousands of men annually, measures the blood level of a 
protein which is produced by all prostate cells. In genera!, readings under a PSA count of 
4 indicates that cancer is highly unlikely. The probability increases with a rising count 
between 4 and 22 and becomes highly likely over 22. By making prompt detection and 
treatment possible, the test could eventually reduce the number of prostatic cancer 
deaths. Paradoxically, it could also lead to an increase of premature or unnecessary 
treatments. 

1.1 Different treatments of prostate cancer 
For treatment of prostate cancer several techniques are presently available. Some of 
these techniques are discussed belowl51

. 

Radical prostatectomy is the surgical removal of the entire prostate gland. If the 
cancer has not spread beyond the prostate wall and the gland is removed, the patient is 
cured. The disadvantages of this treatment are a long hospita} stay and recovery, and the 
risk of impotence and incontinence. 

When using extemal X-ray beam radiation the tumor shrinks and the PSA counts 
drops to low levelsoreven zero. However, radiation often fails to kill all the cancer cells 
( cure rate 20% ), and after several years there is a chance that the cancer eventually 
returns. Other disadvantages are the risk of impotence and incontinence. 

A completely different radiation technique places dozens of tiny radioactive 
palladium or iodine seeds directly into the prostate. Because this radiation affects only 
the immediate surrounding region of the prostate, damage to nearby healthy tissue is 
minimised and a strenger dose can be delivered directly to the tumor. Disadvantages are 
the risk of impotence and incontinence. Though seeds remain permanently in the 
prostate, their radioactivity sinks to negligible levels after several months. 

Cryotherapy involves pushing metallic probes into the prostate and circulating 
liquid nitrogen at -126° C through them, forming an ice ball that freezes and kills the 
cancer cells. There is less risk of incontinence but the risk of impotence is high. Also 
there is a chance that some cancer cells will survive the treatment. 

Hormone therapy is used to slow down the growth of the cancer and to shrink 
tumors before prostatectomy. This therapy causes a loss of libido and in several years 
cancer eventually returns. 

Photodynamic diagnostics (PD) and therapy (PDT) are presently under 
investigation at the Laser Center of the AMC and other institutes. Both PC and PDT are 
described in the next section. 
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2 Photodynamic diagnostics and therapy 
When photosensitizers are administered, locally or systemically, they will accuroulate in 
both malignant and healthy tissue, but its affinity for malignant tissue is higher. The 
techniques for both PD and PDT are based on the difference in concentratien of the 
administered photosensitizers between healthy and malignant tissue, leading to 
differences in fluorescence intensity. 

Photodynamic diagnostics uses the specific excitation wavelength to activate the 
photosensitizer, that thereupon fluoresces. Because the malignant tissue contains a higher 
level of photosensitizers, its fluorescence intensity is higher than that of healthy tissue. 
When a fluorescence image is made, the cancer can be distinguished from the healthy 
tissue. 

Photodynamic therapy is based upon cytotoxic products generated by excited 
photosensitizers, accumulated in malignant tissue (PDT uses an excitation wavelength 
that is longer than the one used for PD, because the penetratien depth in tissue is larger. 
Also the applied dose is higher). The excited sensitizer can react with tissue constituents 
through the so-called type I process, yielding radicals or radical ions (the photosensitizer 
itself), or through the type 11 process[61

• In this last process cytotoxic singlet oxygen 
molecules are formed out of triplet oxygen molecules by energy transfer from the excited 
photosensitizer. 

2.1 Photosensitizers 
There are several photosensitizers used in medica} practice. Photosensitizers should 
satisfy the following demands[71 : 

1. They should not be toxic in small doses, 
2. A high difference in concentratien between tumor and healthy tissue should 

appear, 
3. They should be excited by wavelengths, that penetrate deep into the tissue, 
4. They should have a high phototoxic efficiency. 

Two photosensitizers that fulfil these demands, Haematoporphyrin derivate (HpD) and 
protoporphyrin IX (PpiX), are discussed in section 2.1.1 and section 2.1.2 respectively. 

2.1.1 HpD 
HpD is the most commonly used light sensitive substance for PDT. HpD has the 
property to accuroulate mainly in malignant tissue, liver, spleen, kidneys and skin[7

'
8

'
91

• As 
soon as the difference in concentratien HpD between malignant and healthy tissue is 
largest (3 days), diagnosis and/or treatment of the tumor is possible. 

When HpD in tissue is illuminated with blue light ( ::::4-00nm), red fluorescence is 
observed[7]. Th is fluorescence is used for the diagnosis of the cancer. Wh en HpD is being 
exposed to high doses of red light (:::::630nm), a singlet oxygen molecule (10z) is formed 
out of a triplet oxygen molecule Cü2) by energy transfer from the excited HpD. 1

Üz is 
cytotoxic and kills the surrounding tissue cells. 
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The disadvantage of using HpD is that skin photosensitivity last for several weeks (6-8 
weeks). During this period the patient is notallowed to go outside without proteetion for 
the skin, because even sunlight could induce a photodynamic effect. Because of this long 
period of photosensitation of the skin other substances are presently under investigation, 
in particular the substance 8-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) which is the precursor of the 
photosensitizer PpiX in the biosynthesis of haem. 

2.1.2 ALA; precursor of PpiX 
In recent years very promising results have been obtained with the use of ALA. ALA is a 
naturally occurring substance present in all cells. ALA is not a photosensitizer itself, but 
it is the compound that is needed to form the photodynamically active compound 
protoporphyrin IX (PpiX)1101• 

Although the properties and action mechanism of P11IX resembie those of HpD, the 
advantage of using ALA is that skin photosensitation only lasts a couple of days instead 
of weeks. PpiX is transformed into haem (a constituent of blood) assuming that enough 
iron (Fe2+) is available required for this transformation. Both the production of PpiX and 
its transition into haem is part of the process which is called the biosynthesis of haem. 

In all types of cells the rate of synthesis of PpiX is determined by the rate of 
synthesis of ALA, which in turn is regulated via a negative feedback control mechanism 
govemed by the concentratien of free haem. Glycine and Succinyl CoA, necessary for 
the production of ALA, are available in all cells. The negative feedback control of haem 
prevents that the concentratien PpiX in the cells becomes too high. When there would be 
no feedback available, the tissue photosensitivity would increase rapidly, and even 
sunlight would induce destructien of these cells. 

Wh en a certain concentration ALA is supplied to the cells exogenously, the 
feedback control is bypassed and this may temporarily induce an intracellular 
accumulation of the photosensitizer PpiX. The diagnosis and treatment of cancer, when 
using ALA, is based on the different capacities of the cells in generating PpiX out of 
ALA and in generating haem out of PpiX. Especially tumor cells, which have a high 
metabolism, will accumulate PpiX. 

3 Goal of the present project 
The goal of this study was to investigate the feasibility to differentiate three prostatic 
cancer celllines based on their differences in metabolism of PpiX out of ALA and of 
haem out of PpiX. Therefore, ALA was supplied to the cells exogenously. Th is caused a 
time dependent change of the concentratien PpiX in the cells, which was determined by 
measuring the fluorescence of PpiX in the cells as a function of the time (kinetic 
measurements) in a fluorescence spectrophotometer. For these kinetic measurements a 
new set-up has been developed. 
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Also, a dynamic model has been developed which describes the metabolism of PpiX. The 
parameters in this model are characteristic for each cellline. They were calculated for 
three different prostatic cancer celllines (LNCAP121 , 15-PC-3131 , DU-145141), with 
different degrees of malignancy, by fitting the kinetic measurements to the model. The 
fitting was based on the rninimalization of the least square sum as explained in section 2 
of the next chapter. 

To test the validity of the model in respect to the ex perimental results the X2
-

method was used. 



Chapter 2 

Theory 

Using Laplace theory (appendix A) a dynamic model of the reaction chain of 
the biosynthesis of haem has been developed in section 1. The model 
describes the change in concentration of the different substances as a 
function of time. Two cases are futher elaborated. In section 1.1 the model 
describes the situation when there is no exogenous supply of ALA to the 
cells. Section 1.2 describes the model when a surplus of ALA is supplied 
exogenously. 

In sec ti on 2 the least square sum and the so called X2 -method are 
presented. The least square sum is used to determine the parameters of the 
model by fitting ex perimental data to it. The statistica! X2 -method is used to 
test the validity of the model in respect to the measurements. 

1 Dynamic model of the biosynthesis of haem 

7 

In figure 3 thick arrows indicate the principal pathway of the biosynthesis of haem. The 
substances of importance in this process are written in bold fonts: Glycine+succinyl CoA, 
ö-ALA, PpiX and haem. 

Glycine + Succinyl CoA 

! Feedback 
ö-ALA synthase ..... - - - -

control 

ö-ALA 

~--~ 
Porphobilinogen 

.-----------~ 

+ Fe2+ 
Haem ..... ~...,._- IProtoporphyrin IX I 

t 
Protoporphyrinogen IX 

l 
Uroporphyrinogen I Uroporphyrinogen lil -+ Coproporphyrinogen lil 

j 4~hy,inngen I 
luroporphyrin I I lcoproporphyrin I I ,....lu-r-op_o_rp~h-y-ri-n -11--,I I 

Figure 3 

lcoproporphyrin mi 
Simplified biosynthetic pathway of haem. Photosensitising 
compounds are enclosed in rectangles, with protoporphyrin IX 
highlighted. The haemfeedback control which inhibits the production 
of ALA is indicated by a dotted arrow l 111

• 
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An ALA molecule is formed when one molecule glycine and one molecule succinyl CoA 
condense. Two ALA molecules are required to form porphobilinogen from which four 
molecules are needed to build PpiX. Haem is made out of PpiX by chelatation of an iron 
molecule (Fe2+). In total eight molecules of ALA are required to form one molecule of 
Pp1Xr121

• 

A model for the biosynthesis of haem (see figure 3) is developed in a dynamic 
block system as indicated in figure 4. The input of this block diagram are the 
concentrations Clycine + Succinyl CoA (G), systemically available in the cells. The 
negative feedback of haem inhibits the ALA synthase, the enzyme which presence is 
required totransfarm Glycine+Succinyl CoA into ALA. This transformation is described 
in block B 1• Note that when the concentration haem (H) is getting higher the production 
of ALA decreases and subsequently so is the production of PpiX (P). Aex denotes the 
concentration ALA, that is supplied exogenously. This concentration is combined to the 
concentration ALA already present in the cells by a summing junction. Note that this 
supply of ALA bypasses the feedback. The synthesis of PpiX out of ALA and forming of 
haem out of PpiX are described respectively in block B2 and in block B3. B4 is the 
process which transports haem out of the cell. Processes B 1, B2 and B3 are enzyme 
regulated. B2 encloses the processes in which all precursors of PpiX are formed (see also 
figure 3). 

G 

G 
A 
Aex 
p 

H 
0 

Figure 4 

H 

~ ................................................. -- ...................................... ; 

= concentration glycine+ succinyl CoA 
= concentration ALA 
= concentration ALA supplied exogeneously 
= concentration PpiX 
= concentration haem in the cells 
= concentration haem outside the cells 

B1 = synthase of ALA 
B2 = synthase of PpiX 
B3 = synthase of haem 
B4 = transport of haem out of cells 

Dynamic negative feedback system of the biosynthesis of haem as 
shown in figure 3. The feedback of haem inhibits the synthesis of ALA 
and is indicated with the dotted fine. The ALA supplied exogenously is 
indicated by Aex· Note that Aex bypasses the feedback of haem. 

Looking at figure 4, two possibilities can be distinguished: A process with or without 
exogenous supply of ALA. 
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When there is no exogenous supply of ALA (Aex=O), the amount of ALA is smaller than 
the amount of enzymes responsible for the transformation of ALA to PpiX. The forming 
of PpiX out of ALA is limited by the concentratien ALA, locally present in the cells. 

When, in contrary, a surplus of ALA is supplied exogenously to the cells 
(A+Aex=Aex) all the enzymes are occupied in convertingALA into PpiX. In this case the 
enzyme concentratien is the limiting factor for the forming of PpiX. 

Equation 1 shows both cases, where R [~g·rnl- 1 ·h- 1 ] is the rate of formed PpiX out 
of ALA, a is the concentratien ALA [~g·rnl- 1 ] in the cells, E [~g·rnl- 1 ] is the 
concentratien enzymes in the cells, 'tap [h] is the time constant and Rmax [~g·rnl- 1 ·h- 1 ] is 
the maximum production rate, which is approached when all the enzymes are occupied. 

a 
R(a) =-

'tap 

R(a) = Rmax 

when [a] << [E], (la) 

when [a] >> [E]. (lb) 

A general expression for the rate of formed PpiX as a function of the concentratien ALA 
is described as, 

R(a) = Rmax · (1- exp(- a )J. 
Rmax ·'tap 

(2) 

Note that when a<<Rmax'tap equation la is obtained (Taylor Series of the exponent is 
used), and that when a>>Rmax 'tap equation 1 b is obtained. This function can be written 
dimensionless as, 

R*(a*) = 1-exp(-a*), 

in which 

R*(a*) = R(a), and 
Rmax 

a • a=----

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

The dimensionless relationship between the rate R* and the concentratien a* is plotted in 
figure 5. Clearly seen is the value to which rate R* approaches, when the concentratien a· 
is high enough ([a*]>> 1). 
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Figure 5 Rate R* offormed Pp/X out of ALA as ajunetion ofthe 
concentration a·. Because the enzymes, necessary to transfarm ALA 
into Pp/X, are all occupied for high concentrations a*, R* will 
approach a maximum value ( Rmax). 

Now that the rate of formed PpiX is described as a function of the concentration ALA 
two situations can be distinguished: 1. Without exogenous supply of ALA (Aex=O), 

2. With exogenous supply of ALA (A+Aex::::::Aex). 
The first situation can be approximated by equation la, assuming that the concentration 
ALA in the cells is lower than the concentration enzymes. When ALA is supplied 
exogenously (situation 2) the rate R can be approximated by equation 1 b, provided that 
the concentration ALA is high enough ([a]>>[E]). 

1.1 Steady state; without exogenous supply of ALA 
Todetermine each individual process Bn three differential equations are written in the 
time domain, using the same abbreviations for substances [Jlg·mr

1
] as in figure 4, 

da g-h a 
- = ----
dt 't ga 'tap 

dp a p 
---

dt 'tap 't ph 

dh p h 
---

dt 'tph 'tho 

in which 'tnm is the time constant of the biosynthetic process in which substance n is 
formed out of substance m. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 
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The first and second part on the right side of equations 4a-c are the increase and the 
decrease respectively of the substance concentration on the left side in a eertaio time 
interval dt. Note that when Aex=Ü, the rate of formed PpiX out of ALA is approximated 
by equation la. Transformation of equations 4a-c from the time domaio to the Laplace 
domaio assuming zero initia! conditions (appendix A), results in, 

(
s + _l_J. A(s) = G(s)- H(s) , 

'tap 't ga 

( 
1 J A(s) s+- ·P(s) =--, 

't ph 'tap 

( 
1 J P(s) s+- ·H(s)=-. 

't ho 't ph 

The transfer functions Bn(s) are determined by the ratio of the output and the input. 
Using equations 5a-c they are defined as, 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(Sc) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

The multiplication of these three transfer functions is needed further on in equation 9 and 
yields, 

When the concentration Glycine+Succinyl CoA is changed, the responses of the 
concentrations ALA, PpiX and Haem are analysed by calculation of the transfer 
functions A(s)/G(s), P(s)/G(s) and H(s)/G(s) respectively. The following relationships 
can be made (see also figure 4), 

A=B 1 ·(G-H), 

P=B 2 ·A, 

H = B3 ·P. 

(Sa) 

(Sb) 

(Sc) 

The left and right side of the equations Sa-c denote output and input respectively of the 
process Bn. Because there is no ALA supplied exogenously, Aex is taken to be zero. 
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The transfer functions are obtained by substitution of equations 8a-c in each other. They 
are defined as, 

A(s) _ B 1 

G(s) 1 + B' 

P(s) _ B 1B 2 

G(s) 1 + B ' 

H(s) B 

G(s)- 1 + B' 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

in which the B" B2, and Bare already defined in the equations 6a, 6b and 7 respectively. 
Suppose that a certain constant concentratien g(t) is changed to another constant 
concentration, according to a unit step at time t=O. Laplace transformation yields 
G(s)=lls. By substituting equations 6a, 6b and 7 in equation 9a-c, the output responses 
A(s), P(s) and H(s) are defined as respectively, 

A(s) 

Ys 
(lOa) 

P(s) 

Ys 
(lOb) 

H(s) 

Ys 
(lOc) 

A new steady state will be established. The values to which the concentrations a(t), p(t) 
and h(t) approach are calculated by taking their limits when t~=. Using Laplace theory 
and equations 1 Oa-c the new steady states of the substances are obtained, 

'tap 
lima(t) = lims · A(s) = -~- (lla) 
~~~ s~O 't + 't 

ga ho 

't 
limp(t) = lims· P(s) = ph 

~~~ s~O 't ga + 't ho 

(llb) 

limh(t) = lims · H(s) = 'tho (llc) 
~~~ s~O 't ga + 't ho 
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The feedback of haem induces an inhibition of the ALA syntheses, leading to an enduring 
low concentratien PpiX in the cells. Without this feedback the cells would become highly 
photosensitive. Then, even sunlight could cause a photodynamic effect in the cells. 

The biosynthesis of haem, as described in figure 4, is a stabie system in which the 
concentratien PpiX is maintained low. However, when a eertaio concentratien ALA is 
supplied exogenously to the cells, the feedback is bypassed and the concentratien PpiX 
will increase. This situation is described in the next section. 

1.2 With exogenous supply of ALA 
When a surplus of ALA (A+Aex""Äex) is supplied exogenously to the cells at time t=O 
(unit step), the feedback of haem is bypassed and a time dependent disturbance of the 
PpiX concentratien in the cells is induced. All the enzymes are occupied converting ALA 
into PpiX. The rate R will approach its maximum value (Rmax, as defined in eq.1b), and 
the change of the concentratien PpiX in a time interval dt is defined as, 

dp =R p 
dt max 

'tph 

The Laplace transferm of Rmax, when t>O (unit step), is Rmaxls. Transformation of 
equation 12 from the time domaio to the Laplace domaio results in, 

P(s) = Rmax . 1 

s (s+-1 J 
't ph 

Rmax · 'tph 

s 

(
s+-1 J. 

't ph 

(12) 

(13) 

This equation is easily transformed back to the time domaio using the inverse Laplace 
transformation. The expression that is obtained for the concentratien PpiX as a function 
of the time is defined in equation 14a. When after n time units the ALA is removed from 
the system the PpiX concentratien will decrease as a consequence of the forming of 
haem out of PpiX. Th is decrease is defined in equation 14b. 

p(t) = R~ ·",, { 1-exp(- ":') J. (14a) 

( 
t-n t J p (t) = R · 't · exp(---)- exp( --) . 

n max ph 't 't 
ph ph 

(14b) 
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These relationships are written dimensionless as, 

p*(t*) = 1-exp(-t*) 

p:(t*) = exp(-Ct*- n*))-exp(-t*) 

in which, 

·c ·) p(t) d p t = ,an 
Rmax · 'tph 

t 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(15c) 

(15d) 

Equation 15a is plotted in figure 6 with a straight line. After one time unit t * = 1 the ALA, 
supplied at time t*=O, is removed from the cells (n*=1). The concentration PpiX is 
expected to decrease as a result of its conversion into haem. This is described with 
equation 15b and also plotted in figure 6 with a dotted line. 

,..-._ 
::l 
d ...._, 

* 0.. 

Figure 6 
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-- withALA 

------- removal of ALAafter 1 
time unit 

2.5 3 3.5 4 

Response of the dimensionless concentration Pp/X when a surplus of 
ALA is suppfied exogenously to the cells at time t*=O (unit step). This 
is indicated with the straight fine. After one time unit t* =i the ALA is 
removed from the cells and the concentration Pp/X is expected to 
decrease as a re sult of its conversion into haem. This process is 
indicated with the dotted fine. 
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2 Least square sum and ·l-method 
Parameters of a physical model are determined by minimalization of the sum of the 
squares (least square sum)1131 of the differences between the experimental values and the 
theoretica} values according to the model. When n measurements (tï,Pï) are performed 
(i=l..n), and the model is defined as p=f(t), the calculated least square sum is defined as 
the minimalization of, 

n 

L(Pi- f(ti) )2 . (16) 
i=l 

The quality of a physical model, which parameters are obtained by the least square sum, 
can be tested. Therefore, the position of the determined least square sum is compared 
with the distribution of all possible values of the least square sum. This distri bution 
originates when a great number of random stochastic values p*i are generated around the 
value f(tï). It is necessary to assume that the modeland the determined parameters are 
correct. Another assumption is that the stochastic values p •i display a normal distribution 
around the values f(ti) with the same standard deviation as the measurements Pi· 

For each value f(ti) it is possible to generate a random stochastic value zi out of the 
reduced normal distri bution <p(z) in such a way that the random stochastic value p *i is 
defined as, 

p~-f(t) 
z. = I I 

I cr. 
I 

cri is the standard deviation of f(ti), the same that has been determined for the 
experiments. <p(z) and cri are defined as, 

and 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The standard deviation cri of the mean <pi> is calculated out of m measurements of Pi· A 
new stochastic value X2 is defined as1131

, 

(20) 

The x2 is distributed according to the so called X2 -distribution plotted in figure 7. It is 
used mainly in tables (appendix D). By using the stochast Zi the standard deviation oi has 
no influence on the distribution, but now it is not directly possible to compare the 
experimental determined least square sum ( eq .16) with the theoretica! defined values of 

X2 (eq.20). 
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For this purpose the experimental X2 exp has to be determined according, 

(21) 

A statement concerning the quality of the model is based u pon the position of the X2 exp in 
the theoretica! X2 -distribution. lt is said that the model is in accordance with the 
experimental values when the chance to find a x2

, that is higher than x\xp. is 5%1131
: 

P(X2 > X2exp)=0.05. The equation for the X2 -distribution1141 is defined as, 

1 v-2 ( ) 
f(x,v)= '!__ (v)·x-2 ·exp -;, 

22.rl2 
(22a) 

in which, 

r(n) = (n- 1)! if n = 0,1 ,2,3, .... (22b) 

The parameter v stands for the number of degrees of freedom of the measurements and 
equals the total amount of measurements n minus the number of parameters in the model, 
which were determined with the least square sum. 
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Chapter 3 

Materials and methods 

Insection 1 the general experimentalset-up that was used, is explained. 
Especially the fluorescence spectrophotometer is described in detail. In 
section 2 two different sample configurations are described. One already 
existed and is used to determine the fluorescence calibration curve of PpiX. 
The other one has been developed to perform the kinetic measurements. In 
section 3 in vitro prostatic cancer celllines, that were used, are discussed. 

1 General experimental set-up 
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The general set-up that was used is shown in figure 8. A Perkin Elmer power supply was 
used to ignite a 150 Watt Xenon lamp which was located in the fluorescence 
spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer 650-40). This Xenon lamp delivered the excitation 
light. The grating at the excitation side was used to select the desired wavelength for 
excitation of the sample in the sample room. 

A Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube (PMT) was used to measure the intensity 
of the wavelength that was selected by the grating at the emission side. lts signal was 
imported into a computer. By rotating this grating the wavelength was changed, making 
it possible to measure fluorescence spectra in which the intensity was measured as a 
function of the wavelength. Spectra were shown on screen and/or imported into a 
spreadsheet program for further data analysis. 

power supply 

Figure 8 

Xenon lamp 

Fluorescence 
spectrophotometer 

T .---
1 

gratings 

~---0--- ..-----IPMT 1--------1 

computer 

Experimental set-up. The black square in the spectrophotometer is the 
sample. The dotted arrows indicates the excitation and fluorescence 
light, selected by the gratings. 
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1.1 Fluorescence spectrophotometer 
The Perkin-Elmer 650-40 is a microprocessor controlled fluorescence 
spectrophotometer, designed for measuring excitation, emission and scattering spectra. lt 
contains a Xenon lamp, an excitation and emission monochromator, and a PMT. 

Monochromators are the most widely used dispersive instruments. They isolate a 
small wavelength band from a polychromatic souree as the Xenon lamp. 
Monochromators consist of a dispersive element (prism or grating) and an image transfer 
system ( entrance slit, mirrors or lenses, and exit slit). The fluorescence 
spectrophotometer used a grating as the dispersive element for both the excitation and 
the emission monochromator. The theory of gratings is described in appendix B 1. 

The configuration of the spectrophotometer is shown in figure 9. A 150 Watt 
Xenon lamp was used as light souree to deliver the required excitation light. Spherical 
lenses L 1 and L2 focused the light on entrance slit S1• Concave grating G, rotated in a 
plane perpt>ndicular to the slit plane. The toroidal mirror M1 and the lens L3 focused the 
excitation light from the exit slit S2 on the sample. The emission monochromator was 
similar to the excitation monochromator. Lenses L4 and L5 focused the fluorescence 
light, emitted by the sample, on slit S3• Grating G2 rotated in the same way as grating G,. 
A spherical mirror M2 focused theemission light on the PMT. 

MS 

Figure 9 

Gl 

PMT 

S4 

Sa 

Xe = Xenon lamp MS = Manual Shutter 
Lu = Lenses (n=1..5) Sa = Sample 
Mn = Mirror (n=l,2) PMT = Photomultiplier 
Gn = Grating (n=l,2) F = Red filter OG570 
Sn = Slit (n=l..4) 

The Perkin-Elmer 650-40 fluorescence spectrophotometer consists of 
a Xenon light source, an excitation monochromator, a sample 
compartment, an emission monochromator and a PMT. 
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Higher orders of the gratings are discussed in appendix B2. These higher orders 
permitted other wavelengths than the one required to enter the sample compactment 
The red band filter (OG570) in front of the emission monochromator was used to 
eliminate all unnecessary light. 

Both grating monochromators had continuously variabie bandpass selection from 
1.5 to 20 nm. During all the experiments 5nm was used. The light output of the Xenon 
lamp, which entered the sample room by the excitation monochromator was relatively 
continuous in the range between 270 nm and 700 nm as is seen in figure 10. The 
emission light from the sample that entered the emission monochromator, was detected 
by the PMT, which response as a function of the wavelength is given in figure 11. 
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2 Sample contiguration 
Two different sample configurations were used. One already existed and is shown in 
figure 12a. The sample consistedof a square polystyrene cuvette (lx1x4.5 cm) in which 
the PpiX was dissolved. This set-up was used to make the fluorescence calibration curve 
ofPpiX. 

For kinetic measurements, the fluorescence intensity should only be dependent on 
the concentratien PpiX in the cells. When the cells were brought into suspension in a 
cuvette the fluorescence intensity was also dependent on the sedimentation of the cells 
(figure 13). A new configuration has been developed in which the cells were breeded and 
attached to the bottorn of a little well with an area of 0.32cm2 (see figure 12b). Using this 
well sedimentation of the cells was avoided. 

Figure 12 

Figure 13 
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detection 
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Two sample configurations: (a) The existing one for making the 
fluorescence eaUbration curve of Pp/X, and (b) the new set-up for 
performing the kinetic measurements of the three prostatic celllines. 
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Sedimentation of prostatic cancer cells (DU-145) in suspension in a 
cuvette (fig.l2a). The excitation wavelength was 410 nm and the 
fluorescence peak of Pp!X was detected at 636 nm. After 95 minutes 
the cuvette, containing the cells, was shaken. It can he seen that the 
cells were homogeneously distributed again. 
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2.1 Sample contiguration for fluorescence calibration curves 
To determine the fluorescence calibration curve of PpiX the configuration in figure 13 
was used (see also figure 12a). Where the direction of the excitation light crossed the 
direction of the fluorescence light, a square polystyrene cuvette with four clear sides was 
placed (lxlx4.5 cm). The cuvettes were obtained from Dispolab KarteiL The cuvettes 
contained solutions of PpiX and were excited by the excitation intensity lo. Because of 
the finite bundie diameter only the part of the cuvette between 0.35cm and 0.65cm was 
illuminated. The cuvette holder only permitted outcomming fluorescence from the 
solution to leave the cuvette towards the detection side between 0.25cm and 0.75cm. 
Only fluorescence produced in this so called fluorescence area was detected. Appendix 
Cl shows the derivation of the mathematica! description of the outcomming fluorescence 
F as a function of the concentratien PpiX in solution and the constant lo. (the 
fluorescence calibration curve of HpD is described in appendix C2). A red filter was used 
to eliminate scattering and higher orders of the excitation wavelength (appendix B2). 

0 

x 

Figure 14 
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• = excitation side 

l!!iii!i!!!l = fluorescence area 

• = holder of the cuvet 

• = red filter OG570 

D = detection side 

Sample configuration for making the fluorescence calibration curve of 
Pp/X. 
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2.1.1 Dissolving PpiX 
PpiX ( obtained from Sigma in powder form) had to be dissolved in order to measure its 
fluorescence. PpiX was difficult to dissolve in water. lt has the property to attach to lipid 
substances. Therefore, PpiX was dissolved in a solvent of 0.1M NH40H containing 50% 
of the organic solvent methanol (as suggested by Porphyrin Products, Utah, USA). A 
buffer solution was made, containing 200 j..Lg/ml PpiX. Fluorescence measurements were 
performed for concentrations between 0 j..Lg/ml and 200 j..Lg/ml. 

2.2 Sample contiguration for kinetic measurements 
For performing the kinetic measurements a new set-up shown in figure 15 has been 
developed. The cells were breeded in a monolayer and attached to the bottorn of the little 
well (obtained from Costar). The well growth area was 0.32 cm2 and the total well 
volume was 365 j..tl, from which 100-200 j..tl was the working volume. The well 
contiguration was flat. The optimum angle for excitation light resulting in a maximum 
fluorescence intensity was found to be 68.5 degrees. 

Figure 15 
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• = excitation side 

lî!i!!i!i!!l = fluorescence area 

• = red filter OG570 

U = detection side 

Sample configuration for the kinetic measurements. The cells we re 
attached in a monolayer to the bottorn of the well, which is indicated 
as the fluorescence area. 
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3 In vitro prostatic cancer celllines 
Although the exact nature of the process leading to an immortal cellline in vitro is not 
understood completely, several findings point toward mutation or lossof specific genes 
as the basis for immortality[151. The chance of a cell developing these specific genetic 
changes probably correlates with genetic instability, and the degree of genetic instability 
is likely to relate to the stage of malignant progression. 

Genetic changes are believed to be the basis for the initiation and progression of 
malignancy. Although the activation of specific oncogenes or the lossof particular tumor 
suppressor genes has been correlated with the development of certain cancers[161 , no 
specific changes have been recognised in prostate cancer. Nevertheless, several prostatic 
cancer celllines have altered oncogenes or suppressor genes. These celllines were used 
in this study. 

Experiments in this study were performed with three prostatic cancer celllines; 
LNCAP[21 , 15-PC-3[31 and DU-145[41 . LNCAP is the most differentiated cellline of the 
three. This means that the cytogenetic characterization of this cellline have the highest 
resemblance to normal prostatic epithelial cells. Both 15-PC-3 and DU-145 are less 
differentiated than LNCAP. The three celllines are available from the American Type 
Culture Collection (ATTC). 

3.1 Cells and culture conditions 
Three different human prostatic cancer celllines were used; LNCAP, 15-PC-3 and DU-
145. Stock cultures of these celllines were maintained as monolayers in medium (RPMI-
1640, obtained from Gibro BRL) with glutamine, supplemented with 10% fetal calf 
serum, 100 IU/ml penicillin, and 100 Jlg/ml streptomycin. The cells were grown at 37 
degrees Celsius in a humidified 10% C02 atmosphere at PH 7.4 until subconfluency. 
Cultures were routinely screened for mycoplasma. Cells were inoculated after 
trypsinization with 0.05% trypsin and 0.02% EDTA in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), 
consisting of 8g of NaCl, 0.2g of Kei, 1.16g of Na2HP04·2H20 and 0.2g of KH2P04 per 
liter at PH 7.4. All tissue culture chemieals were obtained from Flow Laboratories 
(lrvine, Scotland). Tissue culture plastics were obtained from Costar (Cambridge, Mass., 
USA.). 

All the kinetic measurements were performed with cells inoculated at appropriate 
density in 96-well flat bottorn tissue culture plates containing 100 Jll medium, with or 
without ALA dissolved in it. 

3.2 Dissociation of the cells from the bottorn of the well 
To obtain a relationship between the fluorescence intensity and the concentration PpiX 
in the cells measurements were performed with cells suspended in 0.1M NH40H with 
50% methanol in the cuvette instead of attached to the bottorn of the well. Therefore, the 
cells had to be dissociated from the bottorn of the well, to which they were attached. 
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First, the medium (with or without the ALA) was removed. Then, the fluid Hanks 
( obtained from Gibco BRL) was supplied in order to remove the surplus of proteins. 
Then, Hanks was removed and trypsin was supplied to the cells in order to break down 
the remaining proteins, responsible for the attachment of the cells to the bottom. After 
one minute the trypsin was removed and the cells were put in the stove during four 
minutes (37°C, 5% C02). The cells were dissociated now and could be brought into 
suspension. 
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Results and Discussion 

In this chapter the results of the experiments are presented and discussed 
which were performed to investigate the feasibility to differentiate three 
prostatic cancer celllines. Section 3 presents the calculated parameters of the 
metabolism of PpiX for each cellline. These characteristic parameters were 
obtained by fitting the kinetic measurements of the three celllines to the 
dynamic model developed in theory. 

However, before the kinetic measurements could be performed, one 
other problem had to be solved conceming the concentratien ALA, that had 
to be supplied to the cells in order to obtain the maximum rate of formed 
PpiX (Rmax), as assumed in the model. This concentratien ALA is determined 
insection 2. 

In section 1 a relationship between the fluorescence of the cells and their 
concentratien PpiX is obtained. The fluorescence calibration curve of PpiX is 
presented in section 1.1. In section 1.2 the concentratien PpiX in the cells was 
determined by measuring the fluorescence intensity and relating this to the 
concentratien PpiX, using the calibration curve. 
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1 Relationship between the fluorescence of the cells and their concentration PpiX 
To determine the concentratien PpiX in the cells a relationship had to be obtained 
between the fluorescence intensity of the cells and their concentratien PpiX. Therefore, 
in section 1.1 the fluorescence intensity as a function of known concentrations PpiX was 
measured. Section 1.2 describes the fluorescence intensity that was measured for 
different concentrations of cells incubated with ALA for 3 hours and dissolved in the 
samesolvent and cuvette as used in section 1.1. Using the fluorescence calibration curve 
obtained in section 1.1, the measured fluorescence intensity of the cells was related to the 
concentratien PpiX in the cells. 

1.1 Fluorescence calibration curve of PpiX 
A fluorescence calibration curve of PpiX was made, in which the fluorescence was 
measured as a function of known concentrations PpiX (OJ..Lg/ml and 200J..Lg/ml). The 
PpiX was dissolved in a solvent consisting of 0.1M NH40H with 50% methanol. 
Measurements were performed in a cuvette, which configuration is described in section 
2.1 of the previous chapter. 
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The mathematica! description for this fluorescence intensity as a tunetion of the 
concentratien PpiX has been developed in appendix C 1 and is defined as, 

F(c) =i· (exp(-0.25 ·A ·c) -exp(-0.75· A· c)) 
B·c , 

· (exp( -0.35 · B · c)- exp( -0.65 · B · c)) 

(23a) 

in which constants A and B [cm2·J.lg-1
] multiplied with the concentratien c [J..lg·cm-3

] are 
defined as the absorption coefficients for the excitation wavelength ( 400 nm) and the 
fluorescence wavelength (630 nm) respectively, 

f.l.< 400> = A· c, and 

f.la(630) = B · C • 

(23b) 

(23c) 

The remaining values in the exponent indicate the boundaries of the fluorescence area 
described in section 2.1 of the previous chapter. Both constants A and B were calculated 
by fitting transmission measurements of the concentrations PpiX to the Lambert-Beer 
law, which is defined as, 

(24) 

in which the transmission (T) is a tunetion of the penetratien depth (x [cm]) and of the 
absorption coefficient (f.la<t.> [cm-1

]). The cuvettes containing the solutions PpiX had a 
fixed penetratien depthof x=1cm. The absorption coefficients are defined in the equation 
23b and 23c, and, when substituting these in equation 24, an expression is obtained in 
which the transmission (T) is a tunetion only of the concentratien (c), 

T( c) = exp(-A · c), and 

T(c) = exp(-B ·c ). 

(25a) 

(25b) 

The results of the transmission measurements are plotted in figure 16 and 17 
respectively. The constants A and B and their standard deviations were calculated to be 
respectively A=0.55 ± 0.01 [cm2·f.lg-1

], and B=0.0115 ± 0.0002 [cm2·f.1g-1
]. 
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Transmission of 400 nm as a function of the concentration PpJX in the 
cuvette. The black squares indicate the measurements and the solid 
line indicates the fitted model ( eq.25a). Constant A was calculated to 
be 0.55±0.01 [cm2 ·~g- 1]. 
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Transmission of 630 nm as a function of the concentration Pp/X in the 
cuvette. The black squares indicate the measurements and the solid 
line indicates the fitted model ( eq.25b ). Constant B was calculated to 
be 0.0115±0.0002 [cm2·~g- 1 ]. 
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The calculated constants A and B were substituted in equation 23a. The average 
fluorescence intensity between 625nm and 635nm was measured as a function of the 
concentration PpiX using the fluorescence spectrophotometer. The excitation 
wavelength was 400nm. The results of the measurements are plotted in figure 18. An 
example of one of the measured fluorescence spectra ( 1 J..Lg/ml PpiX) is plotted in figure 
19. The only unknown parameterleftin equation 23a is 10 [W·cm-3

]. It was calculated by 
fitting the fluorescence measurements to equation 23a (see also figure 18); lo=488±14 
[W·cm-3

]. 

Figure 18 

Figure 19 
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Emission spectrum of Pp/X dissolved in O.JM NH40H with 50% 
methanol ( lJ..Lglml). The excitation wavelength is 400 nm. The 
fluorescence peak occurs at -630 nm. 
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When 0.75·Ac<<1, the exponent of equation 23a can be approximated by a linear 
relationship between the fluorescence intensity and the concentration PpiX using the 
Taylor Series of the exponent (exp(-x) z 1 -x+····). Using the calculated values of A 
and B the linear equation is defined as, 

F(c) z 40.3 · c, when c << 1.78 J.Lg/rnl. (26) 

1.2 Fluorescence as a function of the con centration cells 
The three available prostatic cancer celllines were each attached to the bottorn of a well 
(section 2.2 of chapter 3) and incubated with ALA (0.33mg/ml) supplied exogenously 
for 3 hours. After 3 hours the ALA was removed and the cells were brought into 
suspension (0.1M NH40H with 50% methanol) in a cuvette. The cells were killed in this 
solvent, but the fluorescence intensity of the concentration PpiX that was formed out of 
the ALA could be measured as a function of the concentration cells in suspension. The 
sample configuration (cuvette) and the excitation wavelength (400nm) were the same as 
in section 1.1. The results of the experiments are plotted in figure 20. 
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Fluorescence intensity, as a function of the concentration cells 
dissolved in O.JM NH40H with 50% methanol in the cuvette, after 
incubation with ALAfor 3 hours. The lower concentrations cells were 
obtained by diluting the highest concentration cells twice. The 
standard deviations we re obtained by Jive measurements of the same 
concentration in five cuvettes. 
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The relationship between the fluorescence intensity [Wicm2
] and the concentratien cells 

[cellslml] is linearas can beseen in figure 20. The linear relationships for each cellline 
were determined by calculation of the slopes [W-cm·2-ml-cells-1

], 

F(cells):::::: 4.85 ·10-5 
• cells, 

F( cells) :::::: 7.93 · 10-5 
· cells, 

F(cells):::::: 7.76·10-5 -cells, 

forLNCAP, 

for 15-PC-3, 

for DU-145, 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

Substituting the calibration of the fluorescence intensity (eq.26) into the equations 27a-c, 
the concentrations PpiX [flglml] in one cell were calculated to be respectively, when 
c<<l.78 f..Lg/ml, 

c:::::: 1.20-10-6[flg I ml] per cell, 

c:::::: 1.97 ·10-6[flg I ml] per cell, 

c "" 1.93 · 10-6 [flg I ml] per cell, 

forLNCAP, 

for 15-PC-3, 

for DU-145, 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(28c) 

when incubated with ALA (0.33 mglml in medium) for 3 hours. lt seemed that the 
accumulation of PpiX in the most differentiated cellline (LNCAP) was 0.63 smaller 
than in the other two, when incubated with ALA for 3 hours. 

2 Formed PpiX as a function of exogenous supplied ALA 
The change of the concentratien PpiX (dp [flglml]) in a small time interval (dt[h]), is 
defined as, using the derivation in theory, 

dp p 
-=R(a)--, 
dt 't ph 

(29) 

in which R(a) [flg·ml·1·h- 1
] is defined in equation 2 as the rate of formed PpiX out of 

ALA. At time t=O a certain con centration ALA was supplied exogenously (unit step) to 
the cells which were attached to the bottorn of the well, described in sectien 2.2 of 
chapter 3. lntegration of equation 27 resulted in the following equation, in which the 
concentratien PpiX is a function of both the concentratien ALA and the time, 

p(a,t) = Rmax ·'tph ·(1-exp( a_ )]·(1-exp(--t-)J. 
R max 'tap 't ph 

(30) 

To obtain the dynamic model, defined in equation 14, the supplied concentratien ALA in 
equation 30 should be much higher than the value Rmax·'tap in the exponent. To determine 
this concentratien ALA, that was used in the kinetic measurements in sectien 3, the 
fluorescence intensity of the cells was measured as a function of the supplied 
concentratien ALA, after incubation with ALA for 2 hours. 
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The Taylor series of the second exponent on the right si de is, when t/'tph << 1 (ort << 
'tph), defined as, 

exp(--t J=t(-t!'tphr =1--t +_!_(_t ]2 _ _!_(_t ]3+····:::::1--t . (31) 
'[ph n=O n ! '[ph 2 '[ph 6 '[ph '[ph 

Using equation 31 in 30, an expression is obtained in which the concentration PpiX is a 
function only of the concentration ALA. This expression is defined as, 

p(a) = 2Rmax · (1- exp(- a )J. 
Rmax ·'tap 

(32) 

The average fluorescence intensity for each cellline was measured between 630nm and 
640nm (peak at -636nm). In order to correct for possible fluctuations of the intensity of 
the excitation light the average fluorescence intensity was devided by the average 
background intensity between 580nm and 590nm. This background intensity was 
measured to be independent of the measured fluorescence intensity. The ratio is was 
measured for different concentrations ALA and the results are plotted in figure 21, 22 
and 23 respectively. The standard deviations were obtained from five fluorescence 
measurements, all incubated with the same concentration ALA. 

Figure 21 
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• fitting points 
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LNCAP cellline, incubated with ALAfor 2 hours. Black squares and 
crosses indicate the measurements. The solid fine indicates the fit 
of eq.32. The standard deviations were obtainedfrom 5 
measurements. The model is notfitted to concentrations ALA>lmg/ml 
(crosses), because these measurements we re nat relevant: cells we re 
killed as a response to the high concentration ALA. 
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15-PC-3 cellline, incubated with ALA for 2 hours. Black squares and 
crosses indicate the measurements. The solid line indicates the fit 
of eq.32. The standard deviations we re obtained from 5 
measurements. The model is nat fitted to concentrations ALA> 1 mg/ml 
(crosses), because these measurements were nat relevant: cells we re 
killed as a response to the high concentration ALA. 
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DU-145 cellline, incubated with ALA for 2 hours. Black squares 
indicate the measurements. There was no fit possible of these 
measurements to eq.32 because of the high calculated X2

• 

Nevertheless, the same behaviour was measured as for the LNCAP 
and 15-PC-3. 
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The large standard deviations that occurred sametimes (in particular DU-145 in fig.23) 
were induced by the variations of the number of cells which were inoculated in the well. 

In all three figures is seen that that the measured ratio of the cells decreases when 
the concentratien ALA was becoming higher than -1 mg/ml. This is caused by a 
decrease of living cells (cells were killed for high concentrations ALA). 

Secondly it is seen that there is a limited value to which the ratio approached when 
the concentratien ALA was higher than -0.2 mg/ml. Because this maximum rate of 
formed PpiX out of ALA is assumed in the kinetic model (eq.14), a concentratien ALA 
of 0.33mg/ml was used for the kinetic measurements presented in the next section. This 
concentratien was not toxic for the cells and a maximum production of PpiX out of ALA 
was reached. 

The two unknown parameters in equation 32, Rmax and 'tap• were calculated by 
fitting the experimental data from figure 21-23 to equation 32. The validity of equation 
32 was tested according to the X2 -method. All the calculated results are presented in 
table 1. 

Table 1 

Cellline LNCAP 15-PC-3 DU-145 

---
V 7 7 

Xexp 
2 10.29 7.98 ---

P(X
2
>Xexp

2
) -0.15 -0.4 ---

Rmax [j..lg·ml-1·h-1
] 0.22 0.62 ---

cr 0.05 0.07 ---

'tap [h] 0.52 0.07 ---
cr 0.06 0.01 ---

p(O) [j..lg·ml-1
] 0.36 0.38 ---

cr --- --- ---

The calculated parameters of each cellline and their standard 
deviations obtained by fitting the experimental data to equation 32. 
v indicates the number of degrees offreedom usedfor the X2

. 

p(O) was the measured ratio when no AIA was supplied. 

For LNCAP and 15-PC-3 X2 values were calculated to be 10.29 and 7.98 respectively. 
These calculations satisfied the 5% criterium of the X2 -method, as presented in theory. 
Based on these calculated X2 values equation 32 seems to be a statistica! good 
representation of the experiments. 
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The calculated value of Rmax of LNCAP (0.22 J.Lg/ml) is lower than the calculated one 
of 15-PC-3 (0.62J.Lg/ml), because the LNCAP was less attached to the bottorn of the 
well in which they were breeded. This caused a lower metabolism of PpiX, resulting in 
a lower measured ratio. 

The calculated values 'tap ofLNCAP and 15-PC-3 were also different, 0.52 hour 
and 0.07 hour respectively. This difference is caused by the samereasen (the LNCAP 
was less attached to the bottorn of the well). The 'tap of LNCAP is higher, because 
there is less ALA converted into PpiX. 

3 Kinetic measurements 
For the kinetic measurements the sample configuration developed in sectien 2.2 of the 
previous chapter was used (instead of brioging the cells in suspension in a cuvette, the 
cells were attached to the bottorn of a well). At time t=O ALA dissolved in medium (0.33 
mg/ml) was supplied exogenously to the attached cells in the well. As aresult of this 
supply the PpiX concentratien changed, which was determined by measuring the 
fluorescence intensity of the PpiX as a function of time. The used excitation wavelength 
was 410 nm which was experimentally determined to be the optimum excitation 
wavelength for fluorescence of PpiX. The model that describes the increase of PpiX, 
when exogenous ALA is supplied, has been developed in theory, and is defined as, 

p(t) = Rmax · 'tph • (1- exp( __ t_)J, 
't ph 

when t > 0. (14a) 

After 4 hours the ALA was removed, and the concentratien PpiX was expected to 
decrease due to the forming of haem out of PpiX. The model descrihing this decrease of 
PpiX is defined as, 

( 
t-4 t J p 4 (t) = Rmax ·'tph · exp(---)-exp(--) 
't ph 't ph 

when t > 4 (14b) 

Note that equation 14a is equal to equation 14b when t=4. Both equations 14a and 14b 
contain two unknown parameters; Rmax and 'tph· These parameters were used to 
characterise the three measured prostatic caoeer celllines, based on the differences of 
those parameters. Kinetic measurements were performed for the three available prostatic 
caoeer celllines; LNCAP[21 , 15-PC-3[31 and DU-145[41 • The average fluorescence 
intensity was calculated between 630nm and 640nm (peak at -636nm). In order to 
correct for possible fluctuations of the intensity of the excitation light the average 
fluorescence intensity was devided by the average background intensity between 580nm 
and 590nm. This background intensity was measured to be independent of the 
fluorescence intensity. The results are plotted in figures 24, 25 and 26 respectively. The 
parameters of the models described by equation 14a and 14b were calculated by fitting 
the experimental data to these equations, and are presented in table 2. To determine the 
validity of the model the X2 -method was used. 
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LNCAP cellline. Black squares indicate the kinetic measurements, 
when AIA (0.33mg/ml) was supplied to the cells at time t=O. The 
solid line indicates the fit of these experimental data tv equation 
14a. The black circles indicate the kinetic measurements, when the 
AIA was removed aft er 4 hours of incubation. The dotted line 
indicates the fit of these experimental data to equation 14b. 
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15-PC-3 cellline. Black squares indicate the kinetic measurements, 
when AIA (0.33mglml) was supplied to the cells at time t=O. The 
solid line indicates the fit of these experimental data to equation 
14a. The black circles indicate the kinetic measurements, when the 
AIA was removed after 4 hours of incubation. Because there was no 
decrease measured it was nat possible to calculate a good fit for the 
experimental data. 
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Table 2 
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DU-145 cellline. Black squares indicate the kinetic measurements, 
when ALA (0.33mg/ml) was supplied to the cells at time t=O. The 
solid fine indicates the fit of these experimental data to equation 
14a. The black circles indicate the kinetic measurements, when the 
ALA was removed after 4 hours of incubation. Because there was no 
decrease measured it was nat possible to calculate a good fit for the 
experimental data. 

LNCAP 15-PC-3 DU-145 
fit of data fit of data fit of data fit of data fit of data fit of data 
to eq.14a to eq.14b to eq.14a to eq.14b to eq.14a to eq_.14b 

13 11 13 --- 13 ---

25.5 28.4 17.4 --- 7.9 ---
-0.02 -0.001 -0.18 --- -0.8 ---

0.36 0.36 0.36 --- 0.36 ---

0.72 0.85 0.69 --- 0.68 ---
0.04 0.04 0.05 --- 0.09 ---

11 7.0 16 --- 13 ---
2 0.6 3 --- 4 ---

The calculated characteristic parameters of the kinetic measurements 
for the three prostatic cancer celllines and the calculated X2

• 

Calculation ofthe parameters in equation 14b was nat possible, 
because there was no fit possible. 
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It was possible to fit the kinetic measurements of LNCAP in figure 24 to both equation 
14a and equation 14b, resulting in calculated X2exp values of25.5(v=13) and 
28.4(v=11) respectively. The chances P(X2>X2exp) were determined using the X2 table in 
appendix D to be -0.02 and -0.001 respectively. Therefore, the 5% criterium (section 
2 of the theory) was not satisfied and this should be an indication to reject the model. 
However, the high values of X2exp were caused by only four measurements (t=2, 3, 11 
and 23) for which the distance between the measured value and the fitted curve was 
much larger than the calculated standard deviation (see also eq.21). When it would be 
allowed to reject these measurements for fitting, the calculated X2 exp would become 
lower and the 5% criterium would be satisfied. 

The kinetic measurements of 15-PC-3 and DU-145 were only fitted to equation 
14a. No fit with equation 14b was possible, because there was no decrease of the PpiX 
fluorescence measured. Obviously, there was less conversion or no conversion at all of 
PpiX into haem. The reasen why this decrease was not measured is not completely 
understood, but probably an inhibition of the enzyme ferochelatase was responsible. 
This enzyme is necessary for the chelatation of a Fe2

+ ion into PpiX leading to the 
forming of haem. The X2 values of 15-PC-3 and DU-145 in respect to equation 14a 
were calculated to be 17.4(v=13) and 7.9(v=13) respectively. The chances P(X2>X2exp) 
were determined using the x2 table in appendix D to be -0.18 and -0.8 respectively, 
satisfying the 5% criterium. Based on this criterium it is allowed to qualify the model 
of equation 14a as a good one to describe the biosynthesis of haem. 

Using equation 14a as model, the values ofRmax [f.1g·mr1·h-1
] ofLNCAP, 15-PC-

23, and DU-145 were calculated to be 0.72±0.04, 0.69±0.05, and 0.68±0.09 
respectively. Th ere was no significant difference in the calculated values of Rmax· This 
indicates an equal production rate of PpiX out of ALA for all three the celllines. So, 
differentiation of the celllines based on the possible differences of the calculated values 
of Rmax was not possible. 

The calculated values oftph [h] are 11±2, 16±3, and 13±4 respectively. Because 
of the high standard deviations, these calculated values were only a weak indication of 
a difference in the conversion of PpiX into haem for each cellline. High standard 
deviations of the time constants tph were calculated, because measurements were 
performed for t-tph· To obtain a better defined time constant 'tph it is suggested to 
measure over a time interval t>>tph· 

When after 4 hours the ALA was removed, only LNCAP showed a decrease of 
the PpiX fluorescence as expected in the model described by equation 14b. The value 
of Rmax was calculated to be 0.85±0.04 f.1g·ml- 1·h-1 and the calculated value of 'tph [h] 
was 7 .0±0.6 h. This calculation of 'tph has a smaller standard deviation, than the one 
obtained from equation 14a, 11±2 h. This high standard deviation can be avoided by 
measuring over time intervals t>>tph· Then, a comparison between the 'tph calculated 
from equation 14a and equation 14b can be made. 
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Differentiation of the celllines is based on the differences in the calculated 'tph, but 
further measurements have to be performed for time intervals t>>'tph in order to obtain 
a better defined time constant 'tph and so a better differentiation of the celllines under 
investigation. 
In table 1 of section 2 the value of Rmax of 15-PC-3 was calculated to be 0.62 ±0.07 
~g-mr'·h- 1 , in agreement with the one calculated from the kinetic measurements. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

During this study the feasibilty to differentiate three prostatic cancer celllines based on 
differences in cell metabolism of PpiX out of ALA, and haem out of PpiX, has been 
investigated. These metabolisms are part of the biosynthesis of haem. 

39 

A dynamic model has been developed in theory (eq.14a-b) for the biosynthesis of 
haem containing two parameters Rmax and 'tph indicating the maximum conversion of 
ALA into PpiX and the time constant of the conversion of PpiX into haem 
respectively. 

A new sample configuration was developed in which the cells were attached to 
the bottorn of a well instead of brought into suspension in a cuvette. 

A surplus of ALA was supplied exogenously to the cells in the wellleading to a 
change of the PpiX concentration in the cells. The change of concentration PpiX as a 
function of the time (0 < t < -'tph) was determined by measuring its fluorescence 
intensity with a fluorescence spectrophotometer. 

The kinetic measurements were fitted to the model. Calculations of the 
parameters Rmax and 'tph were done. Since for each cellline the calculated value of Rmax 
was approximately the same (-0.7 Jlg·mr1·h·1

), no differentiation between the three 
prostatic cancer celllines based on this parameter was possible. The calculated values 
of 'tph for LNCAP, 15-PC-3 and DU-145 were different (11±2 h, 16±3 h, and 13±4 h 
respectively), and indicated a possibility for differentiation between the celllines. 
However, their standard deviations were in the order of -10% to 30%. To obtain a 
better defined time constant further kinetic measurements should be performed over 
time intervals t>'tph· 

LNCAP is the most differentiated cellline of the three. This means that the cytogenetic 
characterization of this cell line has the highest resemblance to normal prostatic 
epithelial cells. The results indicate a possible differentiation of LNCAP from 15-PC-3 
and DU-145, basedon the lower calculated value 'tph· Maybe 15-PC-3 and DU-145 can 
also be differentiated, but more experiments have to be performed in order to define 
the time constant 'tph more accurately. 

An diagnostic application of this study in medical practice could be the feasibilty to 
determine whether or not a biopt contains cancer cells, based on the comparison 
between the calculated time constant 'tph of the biopt and the calibrated time constants 
'tph that were found for different types of celllines in vitro. 
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Appendix A 

Laplace transforms 

The Laplace transferm can be used to transferm a function of time into a function of the 
Laplace variabie s. The Laplace transferm F(s) of a function f(t) is defined as, 

~ 

F(s) = L[f(t)] = J f(t) ·e-st· dt. 
0 

The advantage of using Laplace transforms is found to be that integration (also 
differentiation) is changed into algebraic operations, 

(33) 

(34) 

In this way a linear differential equation can be simplified by transforming the time 
variabie t into the Laplace variabie s. Figure 27 shows a block representation of a system 
with input r and output c. 

r(t) .. l ____ :_c_(t_) ___. .. . system ... 
R(s) C(s) 

•IL.....--_o_cs_) _ __, 

(a) (b) 

Figure 27 Dynamic system denoted by a block with inputrand output c. (a) in 
the time domain (eq.35a) and (b) in the Lapface domain (eq.35b). 

The generallinearized differential equation 35a relates r and c, assuming the parameters a 
and b to be constants. lts Laplace transferm (eq.35b) can be written simply by 
transforming each term in turn, based on the linearity theorem and assuming zero initial 
conditions. 

d n c d n-l c de dm r dm-I c dr 
-+a --+····+a -+a c=b --+b --+····+b -+b r (35a) dt" n-1 dtn-1 I dt 0 m dtm m-1 dtm-1 I dt 0 
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The ratio of the Laplace transfarms of the input and the output is called the transfer 
function G(s), defined as, 

(36) 
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Appendix B 

Gratings 

1 The diffraction gratings 
A diffraction gratingP7

'
181 is a plane or concave plate that is ruled with closely spaeed 

grooves. The grating acts like a multislit souree when collimated radiation strikes it. 
Different wavelengtbs are diffracted and interfere constructively at different angles. The 
gratings of the used spectrophotometer are designed for reflection of the incident 
radiation. The surface of a typical ruled grating is shown in figure 28a, where the various 
symbols used are defined in the caption of the figure. Note that the angle of incidence 
and that of diffraction are measured with respect to the grating normal, not the groove 
normaL The angle of incidence is always taken as a positive angle. The diffraction angle 
is to be taken positive if the diffracted ray is on the same side of the grating normal as the 
incident ray and negative if it is on the opposite side. A more detailed view is shown in 
figure 28b, where two parallel monochromatic rays strike adjacent grooves (A and B) 
and are diffracted in the same angle p. Constructive interterenee of the two exciting rays 
occurs if the difference in their optical pathlengths is an integral multiple of the 
wavelength À. The difference in optical pathlength of ray 1 and 2 is AC+ AD. Since sina; 
= ACid and sinP = AD/d, the condition for constructive interterenee is given by the 
grating formula, 

d 0 (sin a+ sin p) = m 0 À 0 (37) 

Heremis the order of diffraction and assumes the values 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, and so on. The 
order, like the diffraction angle, is taken as positive for diffraction on the same side of the 
grating normal as the incident ray and negative on the opposite side. The groove spacing 
d is determined by the groove density in grooves per mm. In our case this value is 600 
g/mm. For a given groove spacing d and angle of incidence a, the grating formula 
prediets that many wavelengtbs are observed at a given angle of diffraction p, a 
phenomenon known as overlapping orders. In fact, wavelengtbs À, À/2, À/3, .. 0 À/m all 
appear at the same diffraction angle in different orders. 

The freespeetral range ~Àrrepresents the range of wavelengtbs from the souree 
for which no overlap of adjacent orders occurs. If two line of wavelengtbs À (order m) 
and À-~Àr (order m+ 1) ju st coincide, the grating formula gives, 

d 0 (sin a+ sinp) = m 0 À= (m + 1) 0 (À- ~Àr), 

in which, 

~À =-À
f m+ 1 

(38) 

(39) 
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Figure 28 
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Diffraction from a reflection grating. In (a) the incident ray makes an 
angle a with the grating normal N, while the diffracted angle makes 
an anglefl The spacing between adjacent grooves is d, and the blazed 
angle isy. In (b) the grooves are removedfor clarity, and two 
monochromatic rays are shown undergoing diffraction at an angle f3. 
Ray 1 travels a distance AC farther than ray 2 in reaching the grating 
surface and a distance AD farther than ray 2 when teaving the 
grating. 

Thus, for À=600 nm in the first order, the freespeetral range is 300 nm. Overlapping 
orders are a problem only if the souree covers a broad speetral range and the detector is 
responsive at more than one of the wavelengths isolated. Overlapping orders are often 
separated by limiting the souree bandwidth with a broad-band filter or with a 
predisperser. 

The grating facets in figure 29 are shown tilted at an angle y with respect to the 
flat surface of the grating. Such a blazed grating is often called an echellete. The reason 
for blazing is to concentrate the radiation in a preferred direction. Note that for m=O, 
sina = -sinp or a = -p. Thus in the zero order all wavelengths are diffracted at the same 
angle. 
If the grating were not blazed, the normal to the grating surface and the normal to the 
groove would be equal. Specular reflection (angle of incidence = angle of reflection) 
would then correspond to the zero order. Since most of the incident light undergoes 
specular reflection, it follows that most of the irradiance is wasted in an unblazed grating. 
In a blazed grating, however, the specularly reflected radiation corresponds to a 
particular nonzero order determined by the blaze angle y. Figure 29b shows the 
particular case of the incident radiation being normal to the grating surface. For a = 0°, P 
(o order) also equals 0°. The angle of specular reflection now equals twice the blaze 
angle. The first order wavelength corresponding to the direction of the specularly 
reflected ray is called the blazed wavelength Àb, 

À.b = d ·sin p = d 0 sin 2y 0 (40) 
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The grating efficiency is the ratio of the intensity diffracted at wavelength ). for a given 
order (usually the first order) to the specular reflectance. The efficiency is highest at ).b 

and drops to about one-half of the maximum value at 2/3Àb and 3/2Àb. 

Figure 29 

(a) 

specular 
reflection 

O-ord er 

(b) 

specular 
reflection 

Blazed gratings. By tilting the groove facet an angle y as in (a), the 
zero order no langer corresponds to the specularly reflected ray. In 
(b) the incident ray is normalto the grating surface and reflection 
occurs at 2 y m. 

1.1 Wavelength selection 
To change the wavelength selected by the monochromator, the gratingis rotated tobring 
a different wavelength band through the exit slit. This is shown in figure 30. Here angle 
<P. the takeoff angle, is fixed and the grating angle e is changed to isolate a different 
wavelength. Note that changing 8 changes both the incident angle a as the diffraction 
angle p. 

From figure 30 we can see that the grating rotation angle 8 is given by 8=a+<P. 
The takeoff angle <Pis given by <P=P-8. Thus the incident angle and the diffraction angle 
can be written in terms of 8 and <P as a=8-<P and P=8+<P. If we substitute these 
relationships into the grating formula and use the trigonometrie identity Y2[sin(a+P) + 
sin(a-P)1 = sina·sinp, the result is, 

d · [sin(8- <p) + sin(8 + <p)]= 2d · sin8 · sin<p = m· À. (41) 

The grating formula is now written in the variables 8 and <P. Note that the wavelength is 
directly proportional to sin8. 
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Figure 30 

" " . 'gratmg 
normal 
N 

Grating arrangement in a monochromator. Angle 8 is the grating 
rotation angle measured from the grating normal N to the optica[ 
axis. Angle l/J is the exit or takeoff angle and is the angle that the 
diffracted ray which passes through the exit slit makes with respect 
to the optica[ axis. Note that the angle l/J is fixed when the grating 
angle 8 is rotated. 

2 Higher orders of light; use of a filter 
By measuring emission spectra with the spectrophotometer it is possible to determine 
what number of order light is delivered by the excitation monochromator and what 
number of order the emission monochromator is using to detect the wavelengths. 

By analysing these results we can say sarnething about the kind of filter we should 
use to avoid registration of unwanted wavelengths with an other number of order. 

In figure 31 we set the excitation monochromator at 750 nm. By analysing the 
emission spectrum there are morepeaks registrated than only the 750 peak that is 
suspected. This can be explained by taken higher orders of the light into account. 

The grating of the excitation monochromator is fixed at a certain angle. When 750 
nm is delivered by the first order, also 375 nm as second orderand 250 nm as third order 
are delivered by the excitation monochromator. All these orders are detected by the first 
order of the emission grating. The 500 nm peak can be explained in a similar way. lt is 
the third order (250 nm) of the excitation grating, detected by the second order of the 
emission grating (2·250 nm =500 nm). This can be checked by putting a KV470 filter in 
front of the detection monochromator, which absorbs all the light of wavelengths lower 
than 470 nm. The 500 nm peak in theemission spectrum disappears, which means that 
this peak is caused by the third order of the excitation grating (250 nm) and is measured 
by the second order of the detection grating. 
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Two emission spectra, bath at an excitation wavelength of 750 nm. 
The one above is without a KV470 filter and the one below is with a 
KV470 filter in front of the detection monochromator. The 750 nm 
peak is the first order of the excitation and the first order of the 
detection. The 375 nm peak is the second order of the excitation and 
the first order of the detection. The 250 nm peak is the third order of 
the excitation and the fint order of the detection. The 500 nm peak 
is the third order excitation and the second order detection. 
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In figure 32 we set the excitation monochromator at 375 nm. This is the first order of the 
excitation grating, which is detected both by the first order (375 nm) as thesecondorder 
(750 nm) of theemission grating. To eliminate the 750 nm peak a OG570 filter is used, 
which absorbs alllight of wavelengtbs lower than 570 nm. 
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Figure 32 
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Two emission spectra, bath at an excitation wavelength of 375 nm. 
The one above is without a OG570 filter and the one below is with a 
OG570 filter in front of the detection monochromator. The 375 nm 
peak is the first order of the excitation and the first order of the 
detection. The 750 nm peak is the first order of the excitation and the 
second order of the detection. 
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Fluorescence eaUbration curve 

1 Mathematical description for the calibration curve 
The fluorescence, which is detected, is dependent on the concentration porphyrins in 
solution. To understand this process a physical model is developed. Only that part of the 
porphyrins, which is in the bundie diameter of the excitation light, can be excited. To 
calculate the amount of energy, absorbed by the porphyrins, the Lambert-Beer's law can 
be used (eq.42a). lt is assumed that the absorption coefficient of the porphyrin at 
excitation wavelength Àexc is a constant multiplied by the concentration of the porphyrins 
(eq.42b). 

I( x) = Ia · exp( -J.La<t..."J · x), 

Jlau .. ex,l = A · C • 

(42a) 

(42b) 

If one combines equations 42a and 42b and assumes that the total absorbed amount of 
energy is transferred into fluorescence light f(x), the following equation is obtained, 

8I 
f(x) = -- = A· c ·Ia · exp(-A · c ·x). 

8x 
(43) 

This fluorescence light has a possibility to be absorbed by the porphyrins. Also this 
absorption coefficient is assumed to be a constant multiplied by the concentration of the 
porphyrins. The chance that the fluorescing pboton leaves the cuvette is E(y), 

E(y) = exp(Jla(t.....,J · (y - 1)), 

Jla(Àem) = B · C. 

Combining these two equations yields, 

E(y) = exp(B · c · (y - 1)). 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(45) 

The total detected fluorescence F(c,x,y) is a multiplication of f(x) and E(y). Because the 
area is known in which the excitation light is absorbed and the fluorescence is generated 
F(c,x,y) can be integrated over its limits (0.25<x<0.75, 0.35<y<0.65). 
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0.75 0.65 

F(c, x, y) J J (f(x) · E(y) )dxdy 
0.25 0.35 

0.75 0.65 

A·c·I0 · J j(exp(-A·c·x)·exp(B·c·(y-l))dxdy (46) 
0.25 0.35 

I 
- -

0
- · [exp( -A · c · x) ]

0
.
75 

· [exp(B . c . (y - 1)]
0

.
65 

B . c o.25 o.35 

Finally there is an expression obtained, in which the fluorescence is only dependent on 
the concentratien porphyrins, and three constants A, B and I0• 

F(c) = ~ · (exp(-ü.25 ·A· c)- exp(-0.75 ·A· c)) · 
B·c 

(exp( -0.35 · B · c) - exp( -0.65 · B · c)) 

(47) 

Both constants A and B can be determined by using Lambert-Beer's law in a transmission 
measurement. 

2 Calibration curve of HpD 
HpD is easily dissolved in destilled water. A buffer salution was made, containing 200 
~g/ml HpD. Lower concentrations were made by diluting the buffer solution. 
Fluorescence measurements were performed for concentrations between 0 ~g/ml and 
200 ~g/ml. 

Using the fluorescence model as derived in appendix Cl and given in equation 47 
it is necessary to determine the absorption coefficient of both the wavelength 400 nm and 
the wavelength 614 nm. Por this purpose the transmission is measured according to the 
Lambert-Beer law. The absorption coefficients equals a constant factor, respectively A 
and B for 400 nm and 614 nm, multiplied by the concentratien of HpD. In figure 33 and 
figure 34 the transmission measurements of respectively wavelength 400 nm and 614 nm 
are plotted. The Lambert-Beer law is fittedon these measurements and the resulting 
fitting parameters, A and B, are shown, as are the standard deviations. 



Figure 33 

Figure 34 
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Model: T=exp(·A *conc.) 

A=0.16097 aA=0.00136 
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Transmission of 400 nm as a function of the concentration HpD in the 
cuvette. The black squares indicate the measurements and the solid 
fine indicates the fitted model ( eq.42a). Constant A was calculated to 
be 0.161±0.001 [cm2·!-l{1
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Transmission of614 nm as ajunetion ofthe concentration HpD in the 
cuvette. The black squares indicate the measurements and the solid 
line indicates thefitted model (eq.25b). Constant B was calculated to 
be 0.0079±0.0001 [ cm2·!-l{1 

}. 

The fluorescence is measured for different concentrations of HpD, using the fluorescence 
spectrophotometer. One of the spectra that has been measured is shown in figure 35. 
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Figure 35 
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Emission spectrum of HpD solved in destilled water[2Jlg/ml]. 
The excitation wavelength is 400 nm. The fluorescence peak occurs 
at 614 nm. Thefluorescence intensity that is used is the average of 
the intensities between 610 nm and 618 nm. 

In figure 36 the results of the measurements are plotted with little squares. To check the 
validity ofthe the fluorescence model (eq.47), derived in appendix Cl, it is fitted 
according to the measurements, as also can be seen in the figure 36. For the constants A 
and B the results are used from the transmission measurements. There is one fitting 
parameter left; the constant 10• Both 10 and its standard deviation are shown in the figure. 
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The fluorescence measurements of HpD. The fluorescence model 
of equation 47 is fitted according to the measurements. The constants 
A and B have already been determined in the transmission 
measurements and the only fitting parameter left is the constant Ia. 
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x2-table 

In table 3 the X2 distribution is presented. The quality of a model is determined by the 
position of the experimental calculated X2

exp is the distribution according to the 5% 
criterium. 

0.99 0.95 0.9 0.8 0.75 0.5 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005 

1 0.02 0.10 1.32 2.71 3.84 6.64 7.88 
2 0.02 0.10 0.21 0.56 2.77 4.61 5.99 9.21 10.6 
3 0.12 0.35 0.58 1.21 4.11 6.25 7.82 11.3 12.8 
4 0.30 0.71 1.06 1.65 1.92 3.36 4.88 5.39 5.99 7.78 9.49 11.7 13.3 14.9 
5 0.55 1.15 1.61 2.68 6.63 9.24 11.1 15.1 16.8 
6 0.87 1.64 2.20 3.07 3.46 5.35 7.23 7.84 8.56 10.6 12.6 15.0 16.8 18.5 
7 1.24 2.17 2.83 4.26 9.04 12.0 14.1 18.5 20.3 
8 1.65 2.73 3.49 4.60 5.07 7.34 9.52 10.2 11.0 13.4 15.5 18.2 20.1 22.0 
9 2.09 3.33 4.17 5.90 11.4 14.7 16.9 21.7 23.6 
10 2.56 3.94 4.87 6.18 6.74 9.34 11.9 12.6 13.4 16.0 18.3 21.2 23.2 25.2 
11 3.05 4.58 5.58 7.58 13.7 17.3 19.7 24.7 26.8 
13 4.11 5.89 7.04 9.30 16.0 19.8 22.4 27.7 29.8 

Table 3 Chances P(X2>Xex/) on the horizontal axis as a function of the 
number of degrees offreedom on the vertical axislf11
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